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Abstract: In this report we introduce a new probabilistic method which integrates building extraction with change detection in remotely sensed image pairs. A global optimization
process attempts to find the optimal configuration of buildings, considering the observed
data, prior knowledge, and interactions between the neighboring building parts. The accuracy is ensured by a Bayesian object model verification, meanwhile the computational cost
is significantly decreased by a non-uniform stochastic object birth process, which proposes
relevant objects with higher probability based on low-level image features.
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Extraction de bâtiments et détection de changements sur
des images aériennes et satellitales par une approche
stochastique
Résumé : Dans ce rapport, nous proposons une nouvelle méthode probabiliste qui intègre
l’extraction de bâtiments et la détection de changements à partir de paires d’images de
télédétection. Un algorithme d’optimisation globale permet de trouver la configuration
optimale de bâtiments en considérant des observations, des connaissances a priori et des
interactions entre des parties voisines de bâtiments. La précision est assurée par une
vérification d’un modèle objet bayésien; le coût du calcul est considérablement réduit en
utilisant un processus stochastique non-uniforme de naissance d’objets fondé sur des caractéristiques bas-niveaux des images, qui génère des objets pertinents ayant une grande probabilité.
Mots-clés :
Détection de changements, extraction de bâtiments, processus ponctuels
marqués, dynamique de naissance/mort
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Introduction

Remote sensing image analysis is a growing field of interest as the amount and quality of the
available images, as well the number of related applications are rapidly increasing. In the
recent years, the spatial resolution of the airborne and satellite image sensors has drastically
been improved, providing more accurate and detailed information for the remote sensing
image databases. This improvement enables to describe the Earth surface not only at the
region level, but also at the object level: buildings, individual trees, can be extracted, leading
to an increasing number of new applications, in urban development or forest monitoring,
change detection or geographic information system databases.
Following the evolution of built-up regions is a key issue of the above domain, and has a
vast bibliography. Numerous methods address building extraction at a single time instance
[1, 2, 3]. The different approaches show a wide variety depending on the type, quality and
number of the input images. It is common to use multiview inputs [4, 5] to exploit 3-D
information in building modeling. The detection can be significantly facilitated by working
on stereo-based Digital Elevation/Surface Models (DEM/DSM), where the silhouettes of
the building footprints can be separated from the ground planes by the estimated height
data [2, 6, 7, 8]. Another benefits are provided by multiple sensor inputs. Using Color
InfraRed (CIR) images [9], the healthy vegetation can been identified by finding peaks in
the near infrared wavelength band, thus significant image parts can be excluded from the
building detection process. Further possibility is the fusion of aerial images with laser data
[10] which directly provides surface information, similarly to the 3-D approaches. However
several image repositories lack of stereo or multi-sensor information. This case is addressed
in this report as well, thus building identification becomes here a challenging monocular
object recognition task based on purely optical data [11].
As up-to-date remote sensing image databases contain often multitemporal image samples from the same geographical areas, change recognition and classification play currently
a crucial role in the applications. Several recent building change detection approaches [7,12]
assume that for the earlier time layer a topographic building database is already available,
thus the process can be decomposed into old model verification and new building exploration
phases. On the other hand, many image repositories do not contain meta data, therefore
the task requires automatic building detection in each image.
An object oriented change detection approach is introduced in [13] and applied for the
extraction of damaged buildings after a Tsunami disaster. This method uses independent
building detection processes in the two images which is followed by object level comparison.
The later step is based on matching the geometry and spectral characteristic of the corresponding building candidates in the two time layers. However the object detection phase
can be corrupted by image noise, irregular structures or occlusion by vegetation [13] which
may present missing or only partially extracted buildings to the object matching module.
Moreover the comparison may be affected by further intensity artifacts caused by shadows
or altered illumination conditions.
Several low level change detection methods have been proposed for remote sensing [14,
15], which search for statistically unusual differences between the images without using
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Figure 1: Building extraction from a single image (in the left) with a simple bottom-up
method. The binary roof mask (in the middle) is obtained by color filtering, which is
followed by connected component extraction (CCE) and polygon fitting steps (right).

explicit object models. These method must consider that the addressed photos are usually
taken within a time interval of several years at different seasons and with different lighting
conditions. In this case, simple techniques like thresholding the difference image [16,17, Sec.
IV.] or background modeling [18] cannot be adopted efficiently since the observed pixel levels
may be significantly different even in the ‘unchanged’ image regions.
The change detection algorithms in the literature follow either the Post-Classification
Comparison (PCC) or the direct approach. PCC models [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] segment
the input images with different land-cover classes, like arboreous lands, barren lands and
artificial structures [22]. Thus changes are obtained indirectly here as regions with different
classes in the two image layers. On the other hand direct methods [25, 26, 27, 28] derive a
similarity-feature map from the input photos [e.g. a Difference Image (DI)] and then segment
the feature map to separate changed and unchanged areas. As for PCC approaches, besides
change detection, they classify the observed differences at the same time (e.g. a barren land
turns into a built-up area); and the quality of their results can be enhanced by interactive
segmentation of the images [23] or exploiting estimated class transition probabilities [22].
However using PCC models we have to fix the clusters a priori in the scenes, and we need
to find reliable feature models for each land-cover class with probably various subclasses.
Moreover, in object-focused applications ‘intra-class’ transitions - which are ignored by PCC
methods - may also be worth of the attention: e.g. in our case it is necessary to detect
destroyed, modified or newly built buildings inside an urban region.
On the other hand, most change detection methods are based on the assumption that
changes occur very rarely, therefore in a given image the area of the changed regions is
statistically negligible compared to the unchanged territories (i.e. background ). In these
cases the global statistical properties (e.g. histogram) of the features over the whole image
approximate the feature statistics over the unchanged regions, thus after background model
estimation the changes can be identified by outlier detection [29, 27]. However, in dynamically improving (sub-)urban areas this assumption is often invalid (see later in Fig. 13 and
14 image pairs), calling for solutions which are insensitive to the quantity of differences.
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Figure 2: Demonstration of inverse techniques. The fitness function can be evaluated for
each possible object configuration, however, it must result in a low fitness value for incorrect
populations (left), and a high fitness value for the relevant ones (right)

Although the above detailed low level change detection algorithms are usually considered
as preprocessing filters, there have been less attempts given to justify how they can support
the object level investigations. We try to step forward in this report, and combine object
extraction with local low level similarity information between the corresponding image parts
in a unified probabilistic model. It will be shown that we can benefit from evidences such
as building changes can be found in the changed areas, while multiple object views from the
different time layers may increase the detection accuracy of the unchanged buildings.
Another important issue is related to object modeling. The bottom-up techniques [1]
construct the buildings from primitives, like roof blobs, edge parts or corners. Fig. 1 shows
an example: first a binary roof map is extracted by a simple color filter, thereafter polygons
are fitted to the borders of the large connected components. Although the bottom-up
methods can be fast, they may fail if the primitives cannot be reliably detected.
To increase robustness, it is common to follow the Hypothesis Generation-Acceptance
(HGA) schema [3, 30]. Here the accuracy of object proposition is not crucial, as false candidates can be eliminated in the verification step. However objects missed by the generation
process cannot be recovered later, which may result in several missing alarms. If too many
object hypothesises should be checked (e.g. applying exhaustive search) the detection process can be unfeasibly slow. Finally, these techniques search for separate objects instead
of global populations, disregarding population-level features such as overlapping, relative
alignment, color similarity or spatial distance of the neighboring objects [2].
To overcome the above defects, recently proposed inverse methods [31] assign a fitness
value to each possible object configuration and an optimization process attempts to find
the configuration with the highest confidence (see Fig. 2). In this way, flexible object
appearance models can be adopted, and it is also straightforward to incorporate prior shape
information and object interactions. However, to keep the computational tractability, this
approach needs to perform efficient searching in the high dimension population space, where
local maxima of the fitness function can mislead the optimization.
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Since the seminal work of Geman and Geman [32] inverse techniques have been extensively used to solve various image processing problems. Markov random fields (MRFs)
proved to be efficient among others in different classification tasks ensuring smooth and
observation-consistent segmentation at the same time. However object information is only
very partially contained in the pixel radiometry or texture, which is unable to appropriately
address the geometric content of the image. Considering this demand, the conventional
MRF frameworks have been recently extended [31], by taking into account the geometry in
the proposed models. To really take advantage of the very high resolution, it seems to be
efficient to work with objects as variables rather than with pixels. In such a case, the number of variables (number of objects) is also unknown. Marked point processes (MPP) [31]
are good candidates to address both challenges: model the geometry of objects and work
with an unknown number of variables. Moreover, they can also embed prior constraints
and data models within the same density, similarly to MRFs. MPP models became recently
well established in several applications, which aim at detecting multiple but in some sense
similar objects; like trees in forests or plantations [33, 34, 35], flamingos in a colony [36, 37],
buildings in city DEM maps [2,6,38,39,40], or stereo images [41,42], line network extraction
[43], or addressing general feature detection tasks [44].
In this report, we propose a novel MPP approach for the building change detection problem, devoting special attention to the optimization issue. We attempt to merge the advantages of both low level and object level approaches in a consistent probabilistic framework.
The applied Multiple Birth and Death technique [45] evolves the population of buildings
by alternating object proposition (birth) and removal (death) steps. The exploration in
the configuration space is driven by simple pixel and region descriptors, however the object verification follows the robust inverse modeling approach. Unlike in conventional HGA
techniques, stochastic processes are used here for both object proposition and acceptance,
while a simulated annealing framework ensures convergence of the dynamics. Due to the
high modularity, the proposed model could be easily adapted to different object level change
detection applications, for example tree, road or river detection. On the other hand, we attempt to focus on some task specific issues as well. We present a wide feature library, which
can be appropriate for the identification of a large set of buildings, expecting various image
properties. For this reason, we give in the following section an overview on the state-of-the
art methods of building extraction.

1.1

State of the art in single-view building detection

A SIFT keypoint based approach has been introduced in [46] for urban area extraction and
building detection. This method assumes that the building structures in a given image can be
efficiently characterized by a couple of template buildings (here two templates: a bright and
a dark one) which are used for training. The goal is localization, but the accurate bounding
boxes of the buildings are not extracted which makes difficult to apply the method for change
detection. As well, images containing a high variety of buildings may need a huge template
library, where the overlap between the buildings and background in the descriptor domain
can be hardly controlled.
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A stochastic framework is presented in [1] for detecting building rooftops from single
images, which combines 2-D and 3-D information. This approach is based on hierarchical
grouping of extracted edge segments to form continuous lines, junctions and finally closed
curve hypothesizes. However, several restrictions are used for the buildings, assuming that
they have uniform height, they are composed of planar surfaces with parallel sides and each
building casts its shadow on a locally flat surface. As well, similarly to [30, 47], the method
needs a reasonable edge map, because missing large side parts, or plenty of false edges inside
and around the buildings may corrupt the edge grouping process.
Following a different approach from edge based techniques, building detection is often
considered as a region level or image segmentation problem [48, 49, 50]. In [50] the authors
assume that buildings are homogenous areas either in color or in texture, which can be used
for training-based background subtraction. Thereafter elementary constraints for shape and
size are used to group the candidate regions into building objects. This method can fail, if due
to the weak contrast several building and background parts are merged in the same region
of the oversegmented map, or the background and building areas are strongly overlapped in
the chosen feature domain. On the other hand, in case of homogenous building appearances
(see Beijing, Fig. 24, bottom) or presence of flagrant roof colors (see Budapest red roofs,
Fig. 24, top) region features may be more robust than weak or ragged edge maps – however
we must expect that this approach will retrieve only a part of the real objects [3].
The common property of the previous techniques is that they are based on one or more
specific hypothesizes (like presence of unique roof colors, shadows and shadow filters, strong
edges, homogenous roofs, only a few typical building structures, or simple 3-D models can
be fit), but they fail if the used features are missing or less discriminative in the input
data. Apart from a few models it is not straightforward how to adopt a method depending on different circumstances (an exception is [51] where data dependent model part can
be exchanged without modifying the prior term). However to increase the generality and
robustness, besides extracting the descriptors, feature integration and selection should be
addressed at the same time. Therefore we aim to construct a framework which can combine
the features in a flexible way based on availability, making them to work for an extended
set of images and situations.
A two-step method for building extraction based on roof color, shadow and edge information has been proposed in [3]. First, red roofs and shadow regions are filtered in illumination
invariant color spaces, and Candidates of Built-up Territories (CBT) are identified either as
roof-colored image regions, or as areas located next to the shadow blobs in the estimated sun
direction. Thereafter, houses are defined as rectangular structures inside the CBTs. The
second step is responsible for verification and fitting the accurate building shapes to the
object candidates purely based on (Canny) edge information in the CBTs. The key point of
the applied box fitting algorithm is to determine a perpendicular junction in the contained
line segments which fixes a corner and the orientation of the house rectangle. The remaining two parameters (side lengths) are set by exhaustive search, looking for the best match
between the Canny edge map and estimated rectangular edge mask (using a Hausdroff-like
distance). The quality of the edge mask is crucial for the process. Although in the verifi-
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cation phase, the Hausdorf-matching is relatively robust, the corner detection and/or the
orientation estimation can fail if the corners are weak or the edge map is strongly corrupted.
As well the assumption that shadows can be filtered in the ‘blue’ color domain is often
invalid, and in several cases we must expect that the candidate regions of the neighbouring
houses often overlap. Although this method integrates three different features, color and
shadow information are only used for roughly estimating the object locations, and the binary edge map is responsible also for corner detection, orientation proposition and building
verification making the process sensitive to the edge extraction. If neither shadow nor color
information is available the building search area should be extended to the whole image
which can significantly increase the processing time, meanwhile other rectangular structures
may be erroneously detected as buildings.
Beside probabilistic models [2, 6], variational techniques [51, 52] have been recently proposed for building extraction through global energy minimization processes. Similarly to
our framework, [51] uses data and prior decomposition and handles these two issues separately in the modeling phase. Here they focus primarily on the prior model, and use only
a simple data term which can be replaced later with different object appearance models
independently from the priors.
From another point of view of prior shape modeling, some of the methods use libraries
of complete 2-D [51] or 3-D [2] object shapes, while others [1, 6] construct the objects from
elementary building stones (rectangles or line segments), and the higher level shape information is encoded by interaction constraints of the nearby components. While the global
description can be efficient if the appearing building shapes can be characterized by a restricted number of prototypes, the constructive approach - which we follow in the current
report as well - is more general if the prior models of the complete buildings are partially
unknown or have a huge variety.

1.2

Shadow detection in aerial and satellite images

As underlined in the previous section, shadows are widely used in the building localization
process. This step needs principally the extraction of the shadowed regions which is itself a
hot topic of research [53] and has its own literature for remote sensing applications [54, 55,
56, 57, 58, 59].
The large variety of the input data calls for different approaches to tackle the problem.
Techniques addressing High Resolution (HR) satellite imagery [56,59] usually deal with single
channel images. Since here the only available pixel information is the intensity, one can – at
pixel level – solely rely on the assumption that shadows correspond to dark image areas. It
is also important to note that for building detection the cast shadows (i.e. shadows on the
ground) are only relevant, while self shadows (i.e. weakly or not illuminated building parts)
should be ignored. However, as pointed out in [56], in most cases cast and self shadows have
different intensity values, since the shadowed object parts are illuminated more by secondary
light sources such as reflection from surrounding buildings.
Performing shadow detection via pixel brightness filtering faces two main challenges.
Firstly, we find usually a significant overlap between the intensity domains of the shadowed
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and non-shadowed areas, therefore some misclassified regions are expected. Secondly, the
separation – commonly thresholding [56]– must be appropriately parametrized. There have
been a few methods proposed for automated threshold estimation, most frequently based
on global image histograms. For example, in [56] the threshold is calculated as the mean
of the two main peak locations, which can be appropriate for bi-modal histograms, but less
efficient in images with uniform or strongly multi-modal intensity statistics, such as in the
Budapest photo pair (see Fig.24). Instead of the less general unsupervised approaches, it is
often allowed to set the optimal threshold by user interaction or by training data, especially
if the database has several image samples with the same quality parameters and illumination
conditions.
On the other hand, the intensity domain overlapping problem cannot be eliminated at
pixel level, but some attempts have been proposed to tackle it through region filtering. In
[56], filtering is mainly based on simple region attributes (size and location) of the intensitybased shadow map. As the authors point out, there is often a huge overlap between the
radiometric domains of shadow and water, similarly to the Beijing images [see Fig. 11(b)].
They attempt to separate the watered regions as they are very homogenous (i.e. have low
variance), while they assume that the shadowed areas are more textured (high variance).
Unfortunately, we found in a few cases that due to sensor saturation, both the shadows and
rivers consist of homogenous zero-pixel-valued regions, which make such a discrimination
inaccurate.
Pixel-level shadow filtering techniques can benefit from color image inputs [54,55,57], exploiting photometric evidences, such as shadows cause increased hue values or higher saturation with short blue-violet wavelength [55]. These methods work usually in color spaces with
separated luminance (intensity-equivalent) and chromaticity (hue-equivalent) channels, such
as HSI, HSV, HCV etc. [55]. In general, color information projects the classification problem
from the intensity domain to 2-D or 3-D vector spaces, which encapsulate more information
for the separation, but often need the estimation of more parameters at the same time.
On the contrary, [55] derives the ratio map of the hue-equivalent and intensity-equivalent
channels, and performs the classification based on the 1-D ratio descriptors. According to
the experiments, the intensity based shadow filtering may be notably improved considering chromaticity values, however, they can only decrease but not eliminate the problem of
domain-overlapping, which still means challenges for higher level model elements.

2

Problem formulation

The input of the proposed method consists of two co-registered aerial or satellite images
which are taken from the same area with several months or years time differences. Thus
a single view is available at each time instance, and we cannot exploit additional metainformation such as maps or topographic building databases. We expect the presence of
registration or parallax errors, but we assume that they only cause distortions of a few
pixels. We assume that the projection of the buildings onto the image plane consists of one
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Figure 3: Description of the rectangle parameters

or many rectangular building segments, which we aim to extract by the model described
below.
As for the output, in each image we provide the size, position and orientation parameters
of the detected building segments, meanwhile we also give some information such as objects
are new, demolished, modified/rebuilt and unchanged.
Denote by S the common SW × SH pixel lattice of the input images and by s ∈ S a
single pixel. Let u be a building segment candidate. We consider the center of each building,
c = [cx , cy ] as a point process in [0, SW ] × [0, SH ] ⊂ R2 , which can be projected to S by
simple discretization: c → [bcx c, bcy c]. For purposes of dealing with multiple time layers we
assign to u an image index flag from the set Ξ = {1, 2, ∗}, where ‘∗’ indicates unchanged
object (i.e. present in both images), while ‘1’ and ‘2’ correspond to building segments which
appear only in the first or second image respectively. Let be rectangle Ru ⊂ S the set of
pixels corresponding to u, which can be described by the five rectangle parameters as shown
in Fig. 3. In summary, an object u is characterized by the following attributes:
• (cx , cy ) ∈ Cx × Cy center coordinates, where Cx ∈ [0, SW ], Cy ∈ [0, SH ]
• (eL , el ) ∈ EL × El side lengths, where EL = {Lmin, . . . , Lmax }, El = {lmin, . . . , lmax }
• θ ∈ O orientation, where O = [−90◦ , +90◦ ]
• ξ ∈ Ξ image index flag, where Ξ = {1, 2, ∗}
For example, we will denote by θ(u) the orientation of the object u.
Based on the previous definitions, the set of all the possible object records – denoted by
H – has the following form:
H = C x × C y × EL × El × O × Ξ
Using the previous data structure, the classification of the building segment u ∈ H is
straightforward:
• u is unchanged iff ξ(u) = ∗
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Figure 4: Gradient map of an image part - with visualizing both the magnitude (intensity)
and orientation (hue) of the local gradient vectors.

• u is new iff ξ(u) = 2 and @v ∈ ω : {ξ(v) = 1, u and v overlap}.
• u is demolished iff ξ(u) = 1 and @v ∈ ω : {ξ(v) = 2, u and v overlap}.
• u is modified/rebuilt: otherwise

3

Feature selection

In the proposed model, low level and object level features are distinguished. Low level
descriptors are extracted around each pixel such as typical color or texture, and local similarity between the time layers. They are used by the exploration process to estimate where
the buildings can be located, and how they can look like: the birth step generates objects
in the estimated built-up regions with higher probability. On the other hand, object level
features characterize a given object candidate u, and are exploited for the fitness calculation
of the proposed oriented rectangles. Building verification is primarily based on the object
level features thus their accuracy is crucial. Since apart from the similarity measure, the
upcoming descriptors are generated for the two input images separately, we often do not
indicate the image index in this section.

3.1
3.1.1

Low level features of building identification
Local gradient orientation density

The first feature exploits the fact that building-regions should contain edges in perpendicular directions, which is demonstrated in Fig. 4. This property can be robustly char-
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Figure 5: Kernel density estimation of the local gradient orientations over rectangles around
two selected pixels: a building center s and an empty site r.

(a) Input image © András Görög

(b) Detected building regions

Figure 6: Example of the thresholded Pbα birth map for the Budapest image
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Input image:

Dominant gradient direction map ms:

Color code of the estimated orientation:

Figure 7: The {ms |s ∈ S} local dominant gradient direction map. Pixel colors (hue in the
HSV color representation) correspond to different estimated orientations as coded in the
right color bar, pixel intensities (value in HSV) are kept from the original image

Input image:

Dominant gradient direction map ms:

Color code of the estimated orientation:

Figure 8: Demonstration of the {ms |s ∈ S} local dominant gradient direction map in the
Beijing image © LIAMA CAS. Different colors correspond to different estimated orientations as detailed on the right color bar
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(a) Input image © DGA

(b) Detected building regions

Figure 9: Demonstration of the thresholded Psα birth map for the Abidjan image
acterized by local gradient orientation histograms [60]. Let be g = {gs |s ∈ S} the inx
y
tensity map
p and ∇gs = y[∇gs , ∇gs ] the intensity gradient vector at s with magnitude
||∇gs || = (∇gsx )2 + (∇gs )2 and angle ϑs = arctan (∇gsy /∇gsx ). Let be Wl (s) the rectangular l × l sized window around s, where l is chosen so that Wl (s) can cover an average
building with arbitrary orientation. For each s we calculate the weighted ϑs density of Wl (s):


ϑ − ϑr
1 X 1
· ||∇gr || · k
λs (ϑ) =
Ns
h
h
r∈Wl (s)

where
Ns =

X

||∇gr ||

r∈Wl (s)

and k(.) is a kernel with bandwidth parameter h. We used uniform kernels for quick calculation. If Wl (s) covers a building, the λs (ϑ) function has two peaks located at a distance of
90◦ in the ϑ-domain (see Fig. 5). This property can be measured by correlating λs (ϑ) with
an appropriately matched bi-modal density function:
Z
α(s, m) = λs (ϑ)η2 (ϑ, m, dλ ) dϑ

where η2 (.) is a mixture of two Gaussians with mean values m, resp. m + 90◦ , and deviation
dλ for both components (dλ is a parameter of the process). Offset (ms ) and value (αs ) of
the maximal correlation can be obtained as:

ms = argmaxm∈[−90◦ ,0] α(s, m)
αs = α(s, ms )
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Pixels with high αs P
are more likely centers of buildings, which can be coded in an αbirth map Pbα (s) = αs / r∈S αr . The nomination comes from the fact that the frequency of
proposing an object in s will be proportional to the local birth factor Pb (s). The thresholded
Psα maps are shown in Fig. 6 and 9 for two chosen images.
Moreover, offset ms offers an estimate for the dominant gradient direction in Wl (s) (see
Fig. 7). Thus for object u proposed with center s, we model its orientation as θ(u) = ms +ηsθ ,
where ηsθ is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with a small deviation parameter σθ .
We have observed in various experiments (Fig. 6 and 9) that the αs -gradient feature is
usually able to roughly estimate the built-up regions. However, in several cases the detection
can be refined considering other descriptors such as roof colors or shadows [3].
3.1.2

Roof color filtering

Some of the roof colors can be filtered using illumination invariant color representations,
such as the a* channel in the CIE L*a*b* color space (see Fig. 10(c)). Assume that we
can extract in this way a µc (s) ∈ {0, 1} indicator mask, wherePµc (s) = 1 means that pixel
s has roof color. We calculate the color feature for s as Γs = r∈Wl (s) µc (r) and the color
P
birth-map as Pbc (s) = Γs / r∈S Γr . Note that obviously this information cannot be used
for grayscale inputs, and even in color images the µc (s) filter usually finds only part of the
roofs which have typical ‘red colors’ ([3] and Fig. 10(d)).
3.1.3

Shadow evidence

As discussed in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, a supplementary evidence for the presence of buildings
can be obtained by the detection of their cast shadows [1,3], exploiting that the darkness and
direction of shadows are global image features. We have derived a (noisy) binary shadow
mask µsh (s) by intensity [56], resp. color filtering [55], techniques depending on the image
input, as shown in Fig. 10(e). Thereafter building candidate regions can be identified as
image areas lying next to the shadow blobs in the opposite shadow direction (see Fig. 10(f)).
We used a constant birth rate Pbsh (s) = psh
0 within the obtained candidate regions and a
significantly smaller constant sh
outside.
0
3.1.4

Roof homogeneity

As shown previously, the Pbα (s) and Pbsh (s) birth maps give usually a quite coarse estimation
of the built-up regions, which is hardly appropriate for connected component analysis based
building separation. Although we may obtain notably accurate footprints through roof color
filtering, it can be only used for a limited subset of the images and objects. Particularly
in grayscale images, the overlap between the building and background intensity domains is
usually too large for efficient separation. On the other hand, in images provided by HR
satellites such as Ikonos or Quickbird, a significant part of the roof tops can be identified
as homogenous blobs in the coarsely detected building candidate regions. In this section we
investigate, how roof homogeneity can be exploited in the building region refinement process.
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(a) Input image © András Görög

(b) Ground truth buildings (in red)

(c) The a* channel in the CIE L*a*b* color space

(d) Color based building area detection

(e) Detected shadows

(f) Shadow based building area detection

Figure 10: Example of the color and shadow features
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The feature calculation process consists of the following steps (an example for Beijing
image is shown in Fig. 11):
• Candidate Region Filtering: for a given input image (Fig. 11(a)), obtain the coarse
preliminary building candidate (PBC) regions based on the gradient and/or shadow
features (Fig. 11(b)-(c)).
• Intensity based segmentation: we (over)segment the PBC regions of the input
image into homogenous components (SPBC map, see Fig. 11(d)). Thereafter, we
ignore the small blobs of SPBC to obtain the homogenous building candidate (HBC)
region map (Fig. 11(e)). We performed the segmentation with a conventional floodfill
propagation algorithm [61].
• Orientation based clustering: we re-cluster the HBC map based on the ms dominant local gradient orientation values obtained in the regions of interest (see also Fig. 8
earlier), and call the result GHBC image as shown in Fig. 11(f). Each large connected
component of GHBC is considered in the following as a building segment candidate.
• Candidate parameter estimation: we estimate the center (Fig. 11(g)) and the
bounding box (Fig. 11(h)) parameters for each building segment candidate through
simple morphological box fitting techniques.
Similarly to the color filter, the homogeneity feature can only describe a subset of the
buildings: in Fig. 11 three houses on the right side and one at the bottom left are ignored
since they have strongly textured roofs.
Denote the candidate rectangles obtained in the previous filtering process (Fig. 11(h))
by Ri , i = 1 . . . t. The birth map is calculated as Pbh (s) = max{pR (s), R } where R is a
small constant probability:
X  ||s − c(Ri )|| 
k
pR (s) =
hR
i=t

with a k(.) kernel function.
Besides marking the candidate regions of the building center, the {Ri |i = 1 . . . t} set
provides estimation of the rectangle side length parameters (Fig. 11(h)). Of course, we
can only keep this information reliable in the neighborhood of the homogenous building
centers, thus first we generate a binary Υb (s) mask through thresholding the Pbh (s) map
(if the homogeneity feature is ignored in the model we consider Υb (s) as a constant zero
image). Thereafter, for each pixel s with Υb (s) = 1 we find the closest rectangle Rmin
=
s
min
arg mini ||s − c(Ri )|| and set µL (s) = eL (Rmin
)
and
µ
(s)
=
e
(R
)
side
length
estimates.
l
l
s
s
Later on, if an u object is proposed with the center at s and Υb (s) = 1, we will choose its
side length values as:
eL (u) = µL (s) + ηsL
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(a) Beijing image © LIAMA CAS

(b) Detected shadows (with yellow )

(c) PBC: pre. candidate regions (with non-blue)

(d) SPBC: segmented PBC regions

(e) HBC: large homogenous regions of SPBC

(f) GHBC: grad. orient. based clusters of HBC

(g) Estimated building centers based on GHBC (h) Estimated building rectangles based on GHBC

Figure 11: Illustration of the homogeneity based pre-detection
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Figure 12: Comparing the λ(.) functions in the two image layers regarding two selected
pixels. s corresponds to an unchanged point and r to a built-up change.

el (u) = µl (s) + ηsl
where ηsL and ηsl are independent zero mean Gaussian random variables with standard
deviation parameters σL and σl , respectively.
Note that the side length estimates can be similarly extracted from the color feature
map. This preliminary calculation is particularly significant if the object sizes show a large
variety as in the Beijing images. Here sampling the parameters of the proposed objects
according to a uniform distribution with wide support can critically slow down the speed of
the evolution.
3.1.5

Integration of the different birth maps

Since the main goal of the combined birth map is to keep focus on all building candidate areas,
we derive it with the maximum operator from the feature birth maps. For example, when
gradient,
color and shadow are simultaneously used, we obtain the final field as Pb (s) =

max Pbα (s), Pbc (s), Pbsh (s) ∀s ∈ S. For input, without shadow or color information, we
can ignore the corresponding feature in a straightforward way, or exchange the Pbc (s) color
component to the birth value of the homogeneity feature, Pbh (s) · IΥ(s)=1 , where I refers to
the indicator function. Note that we generate birth and orientation maps for both images
(i)
(i)
which are denoted by Pb (s), ms , i ∈ {1, 2}.
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Figure 13: Detected changes with the correlation feature of the λ(.) functions, Beijing
image pair © LIAMA Laboratory CAS

3.2

Low level similarity feature

The gradient orientation statistics also offers a tool for low level region comparison. Matching
the λ1s (.) and λ2s (.) functions can be considered as low level similarity checking of the areas
around s in the two images, based on “building-focused” textural features (see Fig 12),
which are independent of illumination and coloring effects and robust regarding parallax and
registration errors. For measuring the dissimilarities we used the Bhattacharyya distance:
Z p
λ1s (ϑ) · λ2s (ϑ)dϑ
b(s) = − log

The binary similarity map is obtained as B(s) = 1 iff b(s) < b0 , B(s) = 0 otherwise, as
shown in Fig. 14.
An alternative descriptor for deriving the similarity map is the normalized block correlation. It offers an efficient measure assuming the two regions are identical if and only if
the corresponding pixel values are related via an arbitrary linear transform, which is constant for the whole region. Let meani (s) and vari (s) be the empirical mean respectively
variance values of the gray levels over the Wl (s) subimage of g (i) , i ∈ {1, 2} (as before, l is
the window size). Derive corr(s) as the normalized cross correlation coefficient between the
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(a) Input image 1 © András Görög

(b) Input image 2 © András Görög

(c) Unchanged regions of image 1

(d) Unchanged regions of image 2

(e) Changed regions of image 1

(f) Changed regions of image 2

Figure 14: Detected changes with the Bhattacharyya distance, Budapest image pair ©
András Görög. (c) and (d) show the unchanged areas, (e) and (f) present the change mask
overlay on images 1 and 2
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neighborhoods of s in the two images:1


P
r∈Wl (r) g1 (r) − mean1 (s) · g2 (r) − mean2 (s)
p
corr(s) =
l2 var1 (s) · var2 (s)

(1)

Fig. 13 shows the change detection results with the correlation feature applied for the
Beijing image pair.

3.3

Object-level features

In this section we introduce different object level image features. Based on them we define
energy terms denoted by ϕ(i) (u) which evaluate the building hypothesis for u in the ith
image (hereafter we ignore again the i superscript). ϕ(u) is interpreted as the negative
building fitness value and a rectangle with ϕ(u) < 0 is called attractive object. Since adding
attractive objects may decrease the energy of the population [45], they are efficient building
candidates.
We begin with gradient analysis. Below the edges of a good rectangle candidate Ru we
expect that the magnitudes of the local gradient vectors are high and the orientations are
close to the normal vector of the closest rectangle side (Fig. 15). Λu feature is calculated
as:
X

1
·
||∇gs || · cos ϑs − Θsu
Λu =
qu
˜ u
s∈∂R

˜ u is the edge map of rectangle Ru after dilation, Θs ∈ {θ(u), θ(u) + 90◦ } is the
where ∂R
u
˜ u and qu is the number of the pixels in ∂R
˜ u . The
edge orientation of Ru around s ∈ ∂R
data-energy term is calculated as: ϕΛ (u) = Q(Λu , dΛ , DΛ ) where the following non-linear Q
function is used [45]:

( 
1 − dx0
if x < d0
Q(x, d0 , D) =

x−d0
exp − D − 1 if x ≥ d0

Note that the two parameters of the Q function can be interpreted easily. Object u is
attractive according to the ϕΛ (u) term iff Λu > dΛ , while DΛ performs data-normalization
before the exponential transform.
The calculation of the roof color feature is shown in Fig. 17. We expect that inside the
building footprint Ru the image points have dominantly roof colors, while the Tu objectneighborhood (see Fig. 17) should contain background pixels in majority. Hence we calculate
the internal CR (u), respectively external Co (u), filling factors as:
CR (u) =

1 X
µc (s)
#Ru
s∈Ru

Co (u) =


1 X
1 − µc (s)
#Tu
s∈Tu

1 Using the integral image trick [62] the calculation of the whole correlation map can be efficiently performed.
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(a) Object candidate

(b) Gradient map

(c) Masked gradient map

Figure 15: Utility of the gradient feature
1
Q(.)
0

−1

d0

x

Figure 16: Plot of the Q function

(a) Red roof

(b) Color mask

Figure 17: Utility of the color roof feature
Here #X denotes the area of X in pixels, and µc (s) is the color mask value in s. We
prescribe that u should be attractive according to the color term, if it is attractive both
regarding the internal and external subterms, thus the color energy term is obtained as:


C
ϕC (u) = max Q(CR (u), dCR , DR
), Q(Co (u), dCo , DoC )

We continue with the description of the shadow term. Using the shadow direction vector
~vsh we identify the two sides of the Ru rectangle which are supposed to border on cast
shadows, and denote them by r1u and r2u (if ~vsh is parallel with one of the rectangle sides,
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Figure 18: Utility of the shadow feature
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estimated symmetry
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dark side histogram
bright side histogram

Figure 19: Demonstration of the roof homogeneity feature
we have only one shadow-object edge). For each riu (i ∈ {1, 2}) we check the presence of
shadows in a parallelogram whose parallel sides are riu and riu + sh · ~vsh . Here sh is a scalar
so that ||sh · ~vsh || approximates the shadow width of the shortest buildings in the scene.
The union of the r1u and r2u based parallelograms forms the Tush shadow candidate region as
shown in Fig. 18. Thereafter, similarly to the color feature, prescribe low shadow presence
χR (u) in the Ru internal and high one χo (u) in the Tush external region:
χR (u) =

X

1
1 X 
1 − µsh (s) ; χo (u) =
µsh (s)
sh
#Ru
#Tu
sh
s∈Ru

s∈Tu

As for the energy term:
χ
ϕχ (u) = max [Q(χR (u), dχR , DR
), Q(χo (u), dχo , Doχ )]

Let us observe that this approach does not require accurate building height information,
since we do not penalize if shadow blobs of long buildings exceed the Tush regions.
Fig. 19 shows an example of how to describe two-side homogenous roofs. After extracting the symmetry axis of the object candidate u, we can characterize the peakness of
the dark, respectively bright, side histograms by calculating their kurtosis, κd (u) and κb (u)
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Figure 20: Floodfill based feature for roof completeness

respectively. Denoting the gray value of pixel s by gs , we get:
P
P
4
gs4
Td gs
κd = P
κb = P Tb 2
2
2
2
Td gs
Tb gs

If the roof parts are homogenous, the kurtosis values should be high. However, as Fig.
20 shows the homogeneity feature may have false maxima for incomplete roofs, since parts of
a homogenous roof are homogenous as well. Therefore we characterize roof completeness at
the same time in the following way. We derive the Fu floodfill mask of u, which contains the
pixels reached by floodfill propagations from the internal points of Ru . If the homogenous
roof is complete, Fu must have low intersection with the NH u , resp. NV u , ‘horizontal’, and
‘vertical’, neighborhood regions of Ru (Fig. 20). Finally ϕκ (u) energy term can be constructed from the kurtosis and completeness descriptors in a similar manner to the previous
attributes.
3.3.1

Feature integration

The proposed framework enables flexible feature integration depending on the image properties. From the feature primitive terms introduced in Section 3.3, we can construct first
building prototypes. For each prototype we can prescribe the fulfillment of one or many feature constraints whose ϕ-subterms are connected with the max operator in the prototype’s
joint energy term (logical AND in the negative log-fitness domain).
As well, in a given image pair several building prototypes can be detected simultaneously
if the prototype-energies are joined with the min (logical OR) operator. For example in the
Budapest pair (see Fig. 24, top) we use two prototypes: the first prescribes the edge and
shadow constraints, the second one the roof color alone (as it can detect the red roofs in
itself accurately), thus the joint energy is calculated as:

ϕ(u) = min max {ϕΛ (u), ϕχ (u)}, ϕc (u) .
Similarly, we used for the Beijing images (see Fig. 24, bottom) gradient+shadow and
homogeneity+shadow prototypes.
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4

Marked Point Process model

In this section we transform the building change detection task into an energy minimization
problem, which is realized within the Marked Point Process (MPP) framework. For details
about MPPs we refer to [63], and for their applications to image processing to [31].
Following our definitions from Section 2, the u building segment candidates (i.e. objects)
live in a bounded parameter space H = Cx × Cy × EL × El × O × Ξ. Since we aim to extract
building populations from the images, we need to propose a configuration space Ω, which is
able to deal with an unknown number of objects:
Ω=

∞
[


Ωn = {u1 , . . . , un } ⊂ Hn

Ωn ,

n=0

Hereafter we will use the notation ω ∈ Ω for an arbitrary object configuration, thus
ω = ∅, or ω = {u1 , . . . , un } for an n ∈ {1, 2, . . .} and ui ∈ H : ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Emphasizing one of its key features, the MPP framework enables to characterize the
whole population instead of individual objects, through exploiting information from entity
interactions. Following the classical Markovian approach, each object may only affect its
neighbours directly. This property limits the number of interactions in the population and
results in a compact description of the global scene, which can be analyzed efficiently. To
realize the Markov-property, one should define first a ∼ neighborhood relation between the
objects in H. In our model, we say that u ∼ v if their rectangles Ru and Rv intersect.
For characterizing a given ω object population considering the D image information, we
introduce a non-stationary data-dependent Gibbs distribution on the configuration space:
h
i
1
PD (ω) = · exp −ΦD (ω)
Z
Z being a normalizing constant:

Z=

X

ω∈Ω



exp −ΦD (ω) ,

and ΦD (ω) a configuration energy:
ΦD (ω) =

X

AD (u) + γ ·

X

I(u, v)

(2)

u,v∈ω
u∼v

u∈ω

Here AD (u) and I (u, v) are the data dependent unary and the prior interaction potentials,
respectively and γ is a weighting factor between the two energy terms. Thus the maximum
likelihood configuration estimate according to PD (ω) can be obtained as:


ωML = arg min ΦD (ω) .
ω∈Ω

(3)

Unary potentials characterize a given building segment candidate u = {cx , cy , eL , el , θ, ξ}
as a function of the local image data in both images, but independently of other object of
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the population. This term encapsulates the building energies ϕ(1) (u) and ϕ(2) (u) extracted
from the 1st , resp. 2nd , image (Sec. 3.3), and the low level similarity information between
the two time layers which is described by the B(.) similarity mask (Sec. 3.2).
We remind the reader that our approach attempts to assigns a u object to each building
segment, which appears in one [ξ(u) ∈ {1, 2}] or both [ξ(u) = ∗] of the input images.
Modified/re-built buildings are considered as two objects u1 and u2 corresponding to the
appearances in the first and second images respectively, so that ξ(u1 ) = 1, ξ(u2 ) = 2.
The following soft constraints are considered by the potential terms in the different
cases:
• unchanged building u: we expect low object energies in both images, and penalize
textural differences under its footprint Ru .
• demolished building or appearance of a changed building in the first image: we expect
low ϕ(1) (u), and ϕ(2) (u) is indifferent. We penalize high similarity under the footprint.
• new building or appearance of a changed building in the second image: we expect low
ϕ(2 (u), and ϕ(1) (u) is indifferent. We penalize high similarity under the footprint.
Consequently, using the I[E] ∈ {0, 1} the indicator function for event E, the AD (u)
potential is calculated as:
AD (u) = I[ξ(u)∈{1,∗}] · ϕ(1) (u) + I[ξ(u)∈{2,∗}] · ϕ(2) (u)+
(
)
X
X

γξ
1 − B(s) + I[ξ(u)∈{1,2}]
I[ξ(u)=∗]
B(s)
+
#Ru
s∈Ru

s∈Ru

On the other hand interaction potentials realize prior geometrical constraints: they
penalize intersection between different object rectangles sharing the time layer (see Fig.
21):
#(Ru ∩ Rv )
I(u, v) = I[ξ(u)'ξ(v)] ·
#(Ru ∪ Rv )
where ξ(u) ' ξ(v) relation holds iff ξ(u) = ξ(v), or ξ(u) = ∗, or ξ(v) = ∗. Note that the
intersection term plays a crucial role as it penalizes in (2) to put multiple attractive objects
in the same or strongly overlapping positions.

5

Optimization

A recent birth/death dynamics has been proposed by [45], for obtaining an efficient ML
approximation of the optimal object configuration (3) in a MPP framework. First the
authors defined the dynamics and proved the convergence in continuum, thereafter they
proposed a discrete scheme converging to the continuous case. This Multiple Birth and
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Figure 21: Intersection feature

Data Set
Budapest
Beijing
Szada
Abidjan

Table 1: Main
Type
Aerial
QBird
Aerial
Ikonos

properties of the test
Color
Shadow
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

data sets.
Gradient
Good
Weak
Weak
Sharp

Kurtosis
Partial
Partial
No
Yes

Death (MBD) algorithm has been developed to address image processing problems consisting
in extracting objects.
The sketch of the MBD algorithm can be followed in Fig. 22: pairs of consecutive birth
and death processes are iterated till convergence is obtained in the global configuration. In
the birth step, multiple object candidates are generated randomly, while death attempts to
eliminate the inappropriate ones considering the global configuration energy ϕ(ω).
Therefore the final population - the result of the relaxation after convergence- depends
only on the death step. However, by using a non homogeneous birth rate, the speed of
convergence can be significantly increased [45]. As for the parameters of the Multiple Birth
and Death optimization process, we followed the guidelines provided in [45]

6

Experiments

We evaluated our method on four significantly different data sets, whose main properties
are summarized in Table 1. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 23–25.
For justification that we have addressed both object extraction and change detection in
the same probabilistic framework, we compared the proposed method (hereafter called joint
detection - JD) to the conventional approach where the buildings are separately extracted in
the two image layers, and the change information is posteriori estimated through comparing
the location, geometry and spectral characteristic of the detected objects (separate detection
- SD) similarly to [13]. As Fig. 25 shows, the SD method causes false change alarms as
low contrasted objects may be erroneously missed from one of the image layers, and due to
noise, false objects can appear more frequently in case of less robust one-view information.
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Multiple birth and death algorithm for change detection
(i)

(i)

1. Initialization: calculate the Pb (s), ms
with an empty population ω = ∅.

(i)

and Υb (s) (i ∈ {1, 2}) birth maps, and start

2. Main program: initialize the inverse temperature parameter β = β0 and the discretization
step δ = δ0 and alternate birth and death steps:
• Birth step: for each pixel s ∈ S, if there is no object with center s in the current
configuration ω, pick up ξ ∈ {1, 2, ∗} randomly, let be
(
(ξ)
Pb (s)
if ξ ∈ {1, 2}
Pbb =
(1)
(2)
max {Pb (s), Pb (s)} if ξ = ∗
and execute the following birth process with probability δ Pbb :

– generate a new object u with center s and image index ξ
– in case of homogenous roof object
– set the eL (u) and el (u) side length parameters as follows:
(ξ)

∗ if Υb (s) = 0 set the parameters randomly between prescribed maximal
and minimal side lengths, following a uniform distribution
´
` (ξ)
(ξ)
∗ if Υb (s) = 1 set the parameters according to η ., µL (s), σL resp.
` (ξ)
´
η ., µl (s), σl Gaussian distributions as explained in Section 3.1.4
(ξ)

– set the orientation θ(u) following the η(., ms , σθ ) Gaussian distribution as
shown in Sec. 3.1.1
– add u to the current configuration ω

• Death step: Consider the configuration of objects ω = {u1 , . . . , un } and sort it from
the highest to the lowest value of A(u, D). For each object u taken in this order,
compute ∆Φω (u) = ΦD (ω/{u}) − ΦD (ω), derive the death rate as follows:
dω (u) =

δaω (u)
, with
1 + δaω (u)

aω (u) = e−β·∆Φω (u)

and remove u from ω with probability dω (u). Note that according to (2) ∆Φω (u)
depends only on u and its neighbours in ω, thus dω (u) can be calculated locally
without computing the global configuration energies ΦD (ω/{u}) and ΦD (ω).
• Convergence test: if the process has not converged, increase the inverse temperature
β and decrease the discretization step δ by a geometric scheme and go back to the
birth step. The convergence is obtained when all the objects added during the birth
step, and only these ones, have been killed during the death step.

Figure 22: Pseudo code of the Multiple Birth and Death (MBD) algorithm
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Relevance of the applied multiple feature based building appearance models is compared
to the Edge Verification (EV) method. In EV similarly to [3], shadow and roof color information are only used to coarsely detect the built-in areas, while the object verification
is purely based on matching the edges of the building candidates to the Canny edge map
extracted over the estimated built-in regions.
In the quantitative evaluation we measured the number of missing and falsely detected
objects (MO and FO), missing and false change alarms (MC, FC), and the pixel-level accuracy of the detection (DA). For the DA-rate we compared the resulting building footprint
masks to the Ground Truth mask, and calculated the F-rate of the detection (harmonic mean
of precision and recall). Results in Table 2 confirm the generality of the proposed model
and the superiority of the joint detection (JD) framework over the SD and EV approaches
(lower object-level errors, and higher DA rates).

7

Conclusion

We have proposed a Marked Point Process framework for building extraction in remotely
sensed image pairs taken with significant time differences. The method incorporates object
detection and low level change information in a joint probabilistic approach. A global optimization process attempts to find the optimal configuration of buildings, considering the
observed data, prior knowledge, and interactions between the neighboring building parts.
The accuracy is ensured by a Bayesian object model verification, meanwhile the computational cost is significantly decreased by a non-uniform stochastic object birth process, which
proposes relevant objects with higher probability based on low-level image features.

8
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Figure 23: Results on two samples from the Szada images (source: MTA SZTAKI© ).
Blue rectangles denote the detected unchanged objects, red rectangles the changed (new,
demolished or modified) ones.

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation results. #CH and #UCH denote the total number of
changed resp. unchanged buildings in the set. JD (Joint Detection) refers to the proposed
model, and for comparison, two reference methods are investigated: EV (Edge Verification)
and SD (Separate Detection), see Sec. 6 for details. The object level evaluation rates MO,
FO, MC and FC are also defined in Sec. 6.
MO
FO
MC
FC
Data Set
#CH #UCH EV SD JD EV SD JD EV SD JD EV SD JD
Budapest 20
21
3
3
1
8
8
2
3
1
1
5
11 1
Beijing
13
4
0
1
0
5
2
1
0
0
0
2
3
0
Szada
31
6
4
3
1
1
0
1
3
3
2
2
3
0
Abidjan 0
21
1
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
4
0

Table 3: Quantitative pixel level evaluation results, see Table 2 and Sec. 6 for details.
DA rate
Data Set
EV
SD
JD
Budapest 0.73
0.70
0.78
Beijing
0.48
0.77
0.85
Szada
0.78
0.74
0.83
Abidjan
0.84
0.78
0.91
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Figure 24: Results on Budapest (top, image part - source: András Görög© ) and Beijing
(bottom, LIAMA Laboratory CAS© China) image pairs, marking the unchanged (blue) and
changed (red) objects
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Figure 25: Results on Abidjan images (DGA© France). Left: image from 1996, right:
image from 1997. Top: separate detection (all changes are false alarms), Bottom: proposed
joint model
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Appendix
A

Summary of abbreviations and notations in the report
Abbreviation
MRF
KDE
MPP
MAP
ML
SA
pdf

Concept
Markov Random Field
Kernel Density Estimate
Marked Point Process
Maximum A Posteriori
Maximum Likelihood
Simulated Annealing (optimization method)
probability density function

Variable
S
s, r
gs
∇gs
||∇gs ||, ϑs
η (., m, d)

Definition
pixel lattice
pixels (s, r ∈ S)
gray/intensity value of pixel s
intensity gradient vector at pixel s
magnitude and angle of the gradient vector
Gaussian density function with mean m and standard deviation d
kernel function
KDE of local gradient orientations at pixel s
bi-modal Gaussian similarity feature
global image data
space of MPP objects
a Borel set in H
MPP objects ∈ H
configuration space
a given object configuration
neighborhood of object u in ω

k(.)
λs (ϑ)
αs
D
H
H
u, v, ui : i = 1 . . . n
Ω
ω = {u1 , . . . , un } ∈ Ω
Vu
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